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Introduction
-
The healthcare sector should be allowing more sharing of 
its data.

It should be equipped to share and exploit data to tackle 
the greatest challenges impacting public health. This is 
a necessary hurdle in realising the next generation of 
connected ecosystems that allow for innovative models 
such as value-based care (VBC), insights through machine 
learning and the realisation of patient centric health. 
Today’s patients expect access to their medical data, with 
the ability to know what their records are used for. It’s not 
just patient expectation either, the ecosystem lacks ways 
to solve problems and move ahead. But, no surprise, it’s 
complex and needs to be addressed carefully. 

Answering some basic questions still remain elusive, such 
as:

+ ‘For which indications is a given medicine prescribed?’

+ ‘Can a patient access their medical records with a 
complete audit trail of their use’

+ ‘When a given medication is prescribed for a given 
condition, is it effective?’

+ ‘Can consent, context and authority be proved in the 
case of accessing and sharing medical records?

Interoperability, process visibility and auditability remain 
significant challenges despite the answers being recorded 

amongst the data real world data (RWD).

It’s a difficult undertaking; forming vast data lakes 
hasn’t worked to date for a variety of reasons, including 
willingness to release data and vendor centric lock-in. 
Achieving interconnectivity is hampered by fighting 
legacy formats, poor data quality and limited accessibility 
to disparate data stores. 

If data is available, the goal is to prove its origin, evolution 
and transmission throughout the ecosystem. These 
issues arise before any effort to reason about data 
access permission and consent. These considerations 
become more critical as data, and what it represents, is 
aggregated further and ultimately monetized.
This whitepaper explores how enabling the data to stay 
in-situ, recording consent and approval actions, and 
employing privacy techniques starts to open up a variety 
of use cases, all of which are underpinned with the KSI 
blockchain, a light touch, truly scalable, independently 
verifiable trust anchor. Privacy techniques include both 
data sharing and data collaboration Privacy safe data 
insights work without revealing underlying data to anyone.

Guardtime Health Secure eXchange (HSX), a series of 
consumable APIs, empowers healthcare providers and 
patients alike, with ironclad integrity of their data, foolproof 
auditability, a cryptographically secure breadcrumb trail 
of changes to records while catering to privacy concerns 
with both data sharing and data collaboration techniques 
– at scale.
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Sensitive Data
Healthcare data is sensitive, it often contains personally 
identifiable information (PII) as well as diagnoses, 
medicines and overall individual health statuses that are 
expected to remain private and in the hands of trustworthy 
organisations. Data therefore needs to be protected. A 
huge amount of time and effort is put into exactly that – 
keeping the data safe, which requires rigorous access 
controls and governance around its use, often meaning it is 
isolated, heavily relying on traditional security measures. 
However, enabling the interconnectivity and availability of 
data is essential to keep up with the increasing demands 
of healthcare professionals and the pharmaceutical and 
research communities.

In addition, strict rules clearly need to be followed 
against the differing requirements to data access for an 
organisation both internally and also externally, be these 
for research, clinical or financial purposes. These also differ 
between geographies and regions and may or may not 
involve patient consent (explicit or otherwise). Healthcare 
systems are an already tightly regulated landscape (e.g 
GDPR, HIPAA etc), with increasing regulation being bought 
in over time. 

There are several examples of breaches to these rules, 
such as the Deep Mind Streams app where 1.6M identifiable 
clinical data records (including with fully identifiable 
information – names, addresses and details of medical 
conditions) were used in combination with AI techniques 
improved traditional ways of monitoring and alerting in 
kidney disease, but caused controversy as there was no 
recorded (or provable) consent from patients.

Disparate Data Sources
Standards, formats and data quality issues hamper data 
usage (particularly integrations) as there are often older 
legacy formats, such as HL7 CDA R1, or even no adherence 
to a common standard at all. Vendors must also play their 
part in contributing to data interoperability and adapting 
common standards. Large databases can be unwieldy and 
very difficult to change and adapt. It’s not uncommon to 
have important information in uncategorised notes or free 
text. New standards have been emerging more recently 
(i.e. HL7 FHIR, OpenEHR, OMOP) but are yet to be widely 
adopted and data virtualisation techniques are being 
increasingly used for providing a common view layer on 
top of several disparate and difficult to integrate against 
systems.

Benefits of sharing
Despite the difficulties, there are examples of how sharing 
data and collaboration between organisations can be 
invaluable. For example the recent COVID-19 outbreak, 
although an extreme circumstance, demonstrates where 
data sharing is essential to feed scientific models and 
inform public policy. In this instance the World Health 
Organisation released the COVID-19 Anonymized Clinical 
Data Platform to support the collection of data globally. 
This likely requires an extremely tightly standardised 
subset of patient details to allow for such widespread 
participation. 

The Estonian government is unique in having its government 
systems extremely well connected (including medical), 
which has proven invaluable and has allowed a variety 
of systems and models to be interoperable and promote 
eHealth through digitisation. eHealth is an important part 
of Estonia’s digital society. Digitisation, standardisation, 
secure connectivity and data integrity is clearly important. 

Value based healthcare has been talked about for some 
years, currently without widespread success. This by and 
large, is not due to lack of willingness to adopt a value 
based model, but more how to make a system scale with 
the ability to maintain data privacy and keep to responsible 
use of patient data. 

With improved sharing, a host of applications becomes 
possible, from more patient centric care, value based 
agreements through to new insights through AI models 
working from real world data. Indeed, there are several 
startup companies focused in this direction.

Where to improve
There are several areas that need work to move towards 
these goals (such as regulation, more open standards, less 
vendor lock-in, agreement between stakeholders, further 
adoption of cloud based hosting, data quality and format 
improvements). Chiefly among these areas is bolstering 
trust for the sharing of data by knowing how and when 
data has been requested, what the request was for and 
with assurance from the necessary ecosystem approvals 
and consent. It is important to record all relevant factors 
and to be able to later prove and independently verify 
these to paint a reliable picture of the circumstances to 
any interested stakeholders (e.g. patients, regulators, 
governing organisations). 
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It is also important to think beyond what is necessary to 
record today in terms of workflows, decisions and actions 
taken. Recording such actions will be needed in the move 
towards more automated decisions with the development of 
AI machine learning tools as well as increased automation 
through mechanisms such as blockchain based smart-
contracts.

HSX APIs focus on data integrity, recording of important 
decision points, independent proofs and provenance of 
data, with privacy being fundamental building blocks at 
the heart of the problem of allowing more collaborative 
models whilst leaving data in-situ as much as possible. 
Underpinning with KSI can really benefit privacy through 
techniques such as auditable multi-party computation. 

This isn’t a silver bullet in its own right, but demonstrates 
connecting systems in a way that enables data to remain 
where it is, have a reliable, scalable trust anchor and 
enable building out use cases in a way that suits multiple 
stakeholders.

Whilst cloud computing with its inherent scale and security 
benefits, as well as new data standards are being more 
widely adopted, integrations require a pragmatic approach 
to the ecosystem of today.
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Health Secure eXchange
-
Guardtime’s Health secure eXchange (HSX) is a collection 
of APIs that are intended to be combined to allow users to 
solve their healthcare related challenges. They have been 
created to address the following questions:

+ How to overcome the lack of interoperability between 
systems to unlock much needed cost efficiencies?

+ How to establish truth to prove the veracity and 
provenance of medical data?

+ How to incorporate patient consent to unlock the 
sharing of data?

At their heart is the scalable KSI blockchain trust anchor 
with combining leaving data in-situ for privacy and the 
ability to transfer data securely from point-to-point (where 
it is necessary to do so) as fundamental building blocks. 
In general, HSX allows consumers to support a variety of 
topologies and sharing schemes.

There are two main approaches taken to sharing data and 
privacy:

+ Data-liquidity (=data sharing, data travels) – data 
items, or summaries are sent between organisations, 
generally having undergone some form of identity 
pseudonymisation and any consent having been 
checked /recorded as appropriate.

+ Data-visibility (=privacy safe collaboration, data 
is ‘seen’ collectively but privacy is maintained) 
describes the ability to provide blockchain auditable 
aggregated or otherwise masked summaries of 
sensitive data without revealing underlying data or 
source to any outside party. This is generally in the 
form of auditable multi party computation (MPC).

Both approaches leverage auditability and provability 
against the blockchain, which allows data to be left in-
situ and only moved where needed. In data liquidity, 
only the smallest required data is sent anywhere, 
with pseudonymisation measures. In data visibility, a 
collaborative result is computed among stakeholders. 
Both approaches require local computing capability 
and network access in order to access data stores.

Available APIs:

+ Integrity - Protect sensitive clinical records or record 
fragments by registering their hash or ‘fingerprint’ 
into the KSI Blockchain, enabling independent proof 
at any time.

+ Provenance - Provably demonstrate how data has 
evolved, how compliance procedures have been 
followed, across a global network. Meta data can be 
associated with each step and each step verified in 
its own right. No historical steps can be inserted or 
removed. 

+ Accord - Register an individual’s consent directive 
rules that can be checked across a network against 
known situations and allowed organizations/identities 
and roles. 

+ Auditable MPC * – Perform multi-party computation 
across multiple participants on the network to form 
a collaborative result. The protocol does not reveal 
any underlying data, but creates an audit trail to later 
prove individual contributions as needed. Note that 
MPC algorithms are very specific and only a subset 
are supported. 
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+ BIND * - Network wide as well as local identity 
reconciliation with GDPR compliance. Policies define 
who should see and be able to look up identifiers. 
Allows a network to have one common identifier to 
reference an individual.

+ Maps * – Network directory of organisations with built 
in KYC checks to form a network of connected and 
trusted HSX nodes. 

+ Secure Transport * - Transport layer tools that allow 
point-to-point secure, TLS encrypted transport with 
associated proofs, including data integrity.

+ Normalisation * - Ability to transform between formats 
and versions (e.g. FHIR 3, 4) and deal with localised 
extension transformation. Includes a configurable 
data processing pipeline.

* try-outs coming soon

HSX APIs are offered as cloud services, and where required 
can be deployed locally via containers. A local footprint 
is expected from the data owner and can be as simple as 
downloading tools and generating keys to interact with 
the APIs in many cases (in order to deal with any localised 
needs such as encryption and required data processing 
and data privacy). 

The secure point to point nature of data flow within HSX 
also makes it possible to interact with several ecosystem 
participants and preserve privacy as much as possible, 
recording where, when and why data has moved as needed. 
In addition, advanced techniques such as computation on 
encrypted data makes a variety of use cases possible.

Integrity
The KSI blockchain is massively scalable at the global level 
and provides a widely witnessed trust anchor, supporting 
privacy by design as only a hash or fingerprint of the data 
being registered is needed to get independently provable:

+ Data integrity

+ Signing time

+ Signing identity

A registration is made against the KSI blockchain and a KSI 
signature is returned and can be verified at any time by 
any 3rd party, including several years later. KSI is keyless, 
so there are no key management issues.

The integrity API simplifies access to the KSI blockchain 
and provides the following:

+ Sign - Sign/register a data ‘fingerprint’, or hash, into 
the KSI Blockchain and get back a KSI signature 
proving the signed hash for data integrity, signing 
time and signing identity against the blockchain.

+ Verify - Verify data integrity, signing time and signing 
identity against the KSI Blockchain for a given base64 
encoded KSI signature and hex encoded data hash.

Provenance
Provenance (or data lineage) is a way of linking signing 
events where each ‘step’ is made immutable and 
independently verifiable in its own right. Several steps 
are built into an ordered provenance ‘chain’ which can be 
verified and added to on other hosts. Historical steps can’t 
then be inserted or removed.
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Each step can be associated with: 

+ Data (such as binaries, records, events)

+ Meta data describing the step

+ Previous steps

Steps are cryptographically protected under their KSI 
signatures. It is also possible to redact steps and data 
from a provenance chain (but not insert or remove any 
historical steps) as each proof is self-contained, any data 
can be revealed later as required, hashes forming the 
basic building blocks.

Generally, a known workflow amongst a group of hosts 
forms the main path through the provenance chain with 
typed steps that all participants understand. Adherence 
to steps can be verified across organisational boundaries.

It is possible to associate local processes that only make 
sense to an organisation internally (such as local approval 
or signoff) as a mini workflow and join this into the main 
path. The specific localized steps can later be revealed as 
needed. 

The provenance API focuses on endpoints for the following 
primitives:

+ Step - Create, get and verify an individual provenance 
step.

+ Chain - get linked steps as a provenance chain.

Note that provenance chains can be exported and can be 
verified independently. Large provenance chains can be 
handled in batches.

Auditable MPC
Auditable Multi-party Computation (MPC) algorithms ‘see’ 
local data from each party in a distributed network, and 
combine this information into a distributed computation 
that outputs a result to the network that doesn’t allow any 
other party to learn another party’s underlying data. It is 
backed by KSI in order to provide the auditability needed.

Data is encrypted before it leaves each individual node. 
KSI makes each commitment later provable and auditable 
as data holders make a commitment (hashed) which can 
later be revealed by the data holder under audit. The 
commitment also allows verification that the protocol has 
been followed.

Auditable MPC techniques are not easy to generalise; 
specific algorithms are implemented as APIs to suit certain 
use cases. 

Auditable MPC provides an extremely robust mechanism 
to compute collaborative network based results among 
several nodes. It allows operations and calculations to be 
performed on fully encrypted, private data, which does 
not reveal the underlying sensitive information, but allows 
aggregated insights to be gleaned across the network. 

This makes the techniques particularly suitable to 
healthcare data, where patient level PII information is 
common in records, and patients could appear in more 
than one data source/stream/location in the ecosystem. 
Treatment around PII within records is not a concern, 
since any essential data needed to answer the collective 
question is encrypted and/or aggregated firstly before 
leaving the enclave. 

Auditable MPC APIs:

+ Information is learned in a collaborative manner at the 
network level with privacy-safe protocols.

+ Raw data and encryption keys are never shared - 
privacy maintained.

+ No participant node can reconstruct anyone else’s 
data.
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+ Coordinator node can compile all the pieces and only 
get an aggregate answer/result.

KSI Blockchain backed commitments make it possible to 
determine if the protocol has been followed correctly and 
allow for later audit back to the original data (which can be 
revealed by the data holder).

The MPC APIs are distributed in the form of MPC gateway 
APIs for local interaction with a coordinator node.

Bind
BIND allows unambiguous and consistent referencing 
of an individual throughout a network. It uses a common 
identifier that does not directly map back to or contain any 
PII information.

Disparate identifiers representing an individual both locally 
among several differing systems, or within a network of 
organisations are mapped to a common identifier. BIND 
allows all stakeholders to trust that current and historical 
records relating to an individual are provably correct and 
fully traceable throughout a network.

Correlation of records is made possible where there are 
no common identifiers, where common identifiers are 
considered to be PII (e.g. social security number) or further 
conflict resolution is required (such as name and address) 
by means of lookup and mapping.

BIND is designed to be GDPR compliant and supports the 
right to be forgotten. An audit trail is registered into the KSI 
blockchain for each common identifier and how correlating 
identifiers are registered and evolved. 

Removal of a salt that forms the common identifier allows 
‘forgetting’ all of the relevant mappings, enabling future 
use of the identifier without any mapping back to an 
individual. No knowledge of the underlying individual can 
come from just the common identifier alone.

The BIND primitives that make up the API:

+ BIND_ID – A hash of a randomly generated identifier 
with salt that represents an individual within the 
ecosystem.

+ XID Token – An identifier used in local systems to 
reference the individual. Several XID tokens can be 
registered under a common idntifier, from differing 
organisations. They may be localised in nature or 
globally unique such as a social security number. 

+ XID Token Calendar - each Token has a start and end 
date, the calendar is a means of collecting multiple 
tokens together of the same type. This allows token 
reuse and still allows resolution of the correct records.

+ XID Token Specification – types an XID token, along 
with its constraints. The constraints include markers 
to indicate characteristics such as uniqueness. 

+ XID Token Perspective - describes a view of XIDs, 
allowing for restriction of access such as allowed 
organisations.

The common identifier is used in all communications 
to represent the individual, including any long term 
persistence throughout the network, and can be resolved 
back to meaningful XID token based system identifiers 
for each organisation. All resolution is carried out in-core 
to enable individual XIDs to be encrypted at rest under 
differing policies.

Maps and Secure Transport
The secure transport layer in HSX allows all connected 
organisations to have an identity on a privately controlled 
network. Communication between nodes is point to point 
to preserve privacy. 

Certificates, keys and identities as associated to an 
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organisation are provided by the Maps directory service 
which allows secure encrypted client and server TLS 
connections between hosts with KSI data integrity and 
timestamping as well as digital signing. All payloads are 
signed for identity and data integrity and provable in their 
own right.

Transport has to be trusted and dependable for sensitive 
information exchange. The transport layer supports multi-
tenancy of nodes where several organisations can be 
hosted on the same infrastructure.

Nodes are onboarded onto the network which allows for 
know your customer (KYC) and vetting checks as well as 
setting up trusted keys and certificates. Either public or 
private rooted certificates can be enabled for a network.

Maps content is cached by nodes on the network, making 
it possible to communicate between nodes, even if the 
maps service itself is not available and removing a single 
point of failure.

The point to point secure transport between nodes can be 
configured to work with incoming and outbound requests, 
or just outbound requests to deal with situations where 
firewalls are an issue.

Normalisation
Normalisation in a connected eco system where each 
organisation runs a different system can be challenging. 
The approach taken is to encode to a central format that 
can then be decoded into a recipient format which supports 
point-to-point transmission if required. Depending on the 
underlying format (e.g. FHIR) a total mapping is not always 
possible as there are custom extensions as well as note 
fields and free text.

Information within one format that doesn’t fit into the other 
could prove to be critical. It is a policy decision how to deal 
with these cases. It is important to understand and label 
any items that are:

+ fully mapped / understood

+ partially mapped / understood

+ NOT mapped / understood 

Configurable data processing tools can further be used 
to define de-identification procedures, data masking, 
removal are also provided and to deal with local nuances 
and include error conditions, acceptance and rejection 
criteria.

The Normalisation and data processing APIs feature:

+ FHIR 3 and 4 conversion

+ FHIR Path based custom transformations

• Structure change - One to one mapping with small 
changes

• Element transformation - different types, potentially 
with more fields and predefined values. 

• Complex - Elements that have to accomplish some 
specific rules (cardinality change) 

• Rules - specific rules based on several mappings of 
the same element

+ Data processing pipeline

• Configuration based data processing

• Define pipelines to transform data including; data 
manipulation functions, aggregate functions, error 
checking and inclusion/exclusion

• Support for custom types and optionally use a 
scripting environment or plugin mechanism

• Supports differing input and output formats and 
mediums

With the normalisation and data processing API it is 
possible to convert FHIR formats (with others planned) 
and define custom mappings for FHIR with more general 
data processing to support a variety of formats, where 
localised data generally requires some form of mapping.
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Backed with KSI
HSX and its solutions are uniquely positioned to support 
patient-centric healthcare use cases, being backed by KSI 
and by supporting:

 + Rapid Integration - The KSI infrastructure is available 
globally and is privately maintained. Rapid integration 
is made possible in close proximity to existing 
infrastructure and data sources using simple HSX 
APIs and downloadable containerised gateways /
components. 

 + Attack tolerance and reliability - Telco grade, KSI has 
been in production since 2012.

 + Scalability – KSI operates on a once per second round 
basis, so settlement time is extremely fast. It can be 
scaled by adding additional edge network gateways 
to share the load, without affecting the performance 
of the blockchain. HSX components are containerised 
for load-balancing and scale out, central APIs are 
cloud hosted for security and scalability.

 + Proof of Data and Process - mathematical proof of 
data and process through a KSI signature, which may 
be verified independently across the ecosystem.

 + Privacy - The blockchain layer does not store private 
data or host smart contract functionality. Either data 
sharing with data liquidity and secure transport with 
provenance (and suitable mitigation around PII data 
and consent recording) or data visibility collaborative 
approaches with consent recording allow data being 
left in-situ. 

 + High Availability – KSI is designed for extremely high 
data registration rates globally (capable of up to 3,000 
registrations/second on a per node basis, and up to 
1 billion registration/second on the entire blockchain 
network scale). HSX APIs can be load-balanced with 
failover where required.

 + Deterministic - It is deterministic both in transaction 
commitment (one block per second), and storage (a 
few GB growth per year). A guaranteed response time 
of one second is adequate for most enterprise use 
cases.

 + Data Accountability - KSI signatures contains the 
signing identity with no need for keys. The maps and 
secure transport layer also allow distribution of keys 
and certificates where appropriate.

 + Predictable cost - there is no peer competition for 
processing of transactions onto the blockchain, so 
there is no incentive fee associated with transaction 
inputs. This reduces energy usage and allows for 
predictable OPEX.

 + Controlled network traffic - Proof of data integrity 
for an entity is implemented with a series of one-
to-one network connections between participant 
gateways and the KSI blockchain infrastructure. Thus 
data privacy is conserved by default and network 
traffic controlled and minimized. Any HSX inter node 
communication is also subject to point-to-point secure 
transport with known community and provable hosts.
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Recipes
-
The following recipes demonstrate use of the HSX APIs in 
combination to build a variety of use cases. They focus on 
patterns of data access and movement with any requisite 
checks. The APIs are either cloud hosted where possible 
or deployed privately and next to the data depending on 
requirements.

Interacting with secure transport firstly requires the 
participants to be onboarded with the HSX maps service to 
make them contactable. In general, the APIs use common 
identifiers to represent patients or individuals in order to 
allow for GDPR compliant identity reconciliation using 
BIND and MAPS identifiers for ecosystem participants.

For each of the examples, an API key is required for 
authentication.

// Request: POST /v1/login (auth API)
{ 
  “username”: “test”, 
  “password”: “test123” 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 201 
{
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “authToken” : 
“eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsImtpZCI6MCwidHlwIjoiSldUIn0” 
  }

}

Registering and checking 
patient consent
Components: Accord (optionally BIND and MAPS for 
identifiers)

Scenario: a set of records are to be transferred to a 
research organisation for a study and will be combined 
from several datasets from multiple organisations. It 
is necessary to have recorded and be able to prove 
patient consent around their records being used. Each 
organisation asks the relevant patients for consent (either 
by application, login etc) and records this using ACCORD. 
Once consent is registered, any records can be sent 
with the research organisation able to explicitly check 
that consent is granted. This explanation covers the 
registration and checking of consent, secure transport 

would be used to transfer records.

Introduction: BIND_IDs are used to represent patients 
as mapped from local systems and MAPS lists the 
ecosystem participants. Permissions on logins allow an 
ecosystem policy enforcement around which participants 
are appropriate within certain consent situations (i.e. 
US geography). Accord is agnostic to both patient and 
ecosystem participant identifiers and can be used in its 
own right if required.

An integration against the Accord API is expected for 
both registration and obtaining consent as a prerequisite. 
Integration against the BIND and MAPS API is also assumed 
for network based patient and ecosystem participant 
identifiers.

To Register Consent: 

Patient consent registration is assumed to be processed 
by a suitable platform for this task and not necessarily 
each individual patient directly (i.e. the platform could 
provide a login per patient, but it is up to the system with 
appropriate permissions how to register). There can be 
many such platforms using the same Accord instance. 
Each login contains permissions on what it is possible 
to register (i.e. type or geographic restrictions such as 
Research in the US).

1. Set Accord logins with the appropriate registration 
permissions for the ecosystem participant/platform 
in question, including any restrictions on allowed 
consent directives.

then, for each individual defined with a BIND_ID / consent 
directive

2. [Optional] check for any relevant existing consent 
directives based on BIND_ID.

3. Forward consent directive creation requests to the 
API with a valid BIND_ID and situation to match for 
allow or deny (there can be many consent directives 
per individual to suit different data uses and needs).

4. [Optional] issue any consent directive updates as 
necessary.
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Consent directives allow matching against a situation in 
later obtaining consent requests from various participants 
of the network. Note that in emergency situations, it is 
possible to register on behalf of consent directives with 
supporting evidence.

All actions are recorded in an immutable audit trail. 

// Step 1: Add BIND_ID before checking the consent 
directive 
// Request:  POST /v1/identities (bind API)
{ 
  “xids”: { 
    “core.name.given”: { 
      “tokens”: [ 
        { 
          “value”: “Joe Bloggs” 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    “hsx.nhs.number”: { 
      “tokens”: [ 
        { 
          “value”: “12345678” 
        } 
      ] 
    }, 
    ... 
  } 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 201
{ 
  “apiVersion”: 1, 
  “data”: { 
    “id”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=” 
  } 
}

// Step 2: Create a consent directive to allow consent 
for Paediatric Medicine use.
// Request:  POST /v1/consent/directive (accord API)
{ 
  “directive”: { 
    “context”: { 
      “individualId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
      “objectId”: “*”, 
      “scope”: “Paediatric Medicine”, 
      “practitionerId”: “*”, 
      “organisationId”: “*”, 
      “organisationGroup”: “*”, 
      “geographicRegion”: “UK”, 

      “consentType”: “research” 
    }, 
    “evidence”: { 
      “name”: “evidence.pdf”, 
      “type”: “application/pdf”, 
      “data”: “dGVzdA==” 
    }, 
    “startTime”: “2019-05-26T17:56:51.059Z”, 
    “endTime”: “2025-08-01T00:00:00.000Z”, 
    “permit”: true 
  } 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 201
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “consentDirectiveId”: “9a714e2a-8587-4aa8-93ac-
afc8f5265410” 
  } 
}

To Check Consent

Ecosystem participants with permission to obtain consent 
decisions by matching against previously logged patient 
consent directives issue a situation to which they are 
looking to match. The situation they are able to supply can 
be constrained (i.e. to certain types and locations).

1. Set Accord logins with the appropriate obtain/check 
consent permissions for the ecosystem participant/
platform in question, including any constraints on 
allowed situations.

then, for each individual defined with a BIND_ID / consent 
directive

2. Submit an obtain request to the API for an individual 
BIND_ID with the situation being covered (i.e. Research 
in the US). An approve or deny decision will be returned.

All actions are recorded in an immutable audit trail, 
including the decision returned as matched against the 
rules. Note that the involved consent directives themselves 
are not known to the obtainer, just the decision against the 
situation they supplied.
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// Step 2: Check consent and get the proof 
// Request: POST /v1/consent/obtain (accord API)
{ 
  “contextToCheck”: { 
    “context”: { 
      “individualId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
      “objectId”: “*”, 
      “scope”: “Paediatric Medicine”, 
      “practitionerId”: “649e61a1-e2cb-49cd-acff-
4cb2b6c777db”, 
      “organisationId”: “db90e815-c674-42a9-999d-
17b54336adc5”, 
      “geographicRegion”: “UK”, 
      “consentType”: “research” 
    } 
  }, 
  “include_proof”: true 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “decision”: “CONSENTRESULT_GRANTED”, 
    “proof”: { 
      “events”: [ 
        { 
          “obtain”: { 
            “eventId”: “4b50364f-b811-4d30-bf5f-
46d05ea66560”, 
            “at”: “2019-11-27T11:55:54.197Z”, 
            “creator”: “db90e815-c674-42a9-999d-
17b54336adc5”, 
            “creatorType”: “auth_service”, 
            “context”: { 
              “individualId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
              “objectId”: “*”, 
              “scope”: “Paediatric Medicine”, 
              “practitionerId”: “649e61a1-e2cb-49cd-
acff-4cb2b6c777db”, 
              “organisationId”: “db90e815-c674-42a9-
999d-17b54336adc5”, 
              “geographicRegion”: “UK”, 
              “consentType”: “research” 
            } 
          }, 
          “previousHash”: { 
            “algorithm”: “SHA-256”, 
            “value”: 
“49fa629a90daaf3e02a63165f89ee404ea50d81967b585” 
          } 
        }, 
        { 
          “granted”: { 
            “eventId”: “07382f7c-3b03-4e3e-9300-
2b41bd89b057”, 
            “at”: “2019-11-27T11:55:54.731Z”, 
            “creator”: “db90e815-c674-42a9-999d-
17b54336adc5”, 
            “creatorType”: “auth_service”, 

            “obtainEventId”: “4b50364f-b811-4d30-bf5f-
46d05ea66560” 
          }, 
          “previousHash”: { 
            “algorithm”: “SHA-256”, 
            “value”: 
“d04b298b03329b0d5ff50eada025bdd6b291b97afaab9d” 
          } 
        } 
      ], 
      “signature”: { 
        “aggregationTime”: “2019-11-27T11:54:07.000Z”, 
        “dataHash”: { 
          “algorithm”: “SHA-256”, 
          “value”: 
“def8df1f33b2d82008fc0b9310ce764df7aeb9cd53594a9b” 
        }, 
        “ksig”: “aUFBSWY0Z0JBR...” 
      } 
    } 
  } 
}

Records transfer between 
institutions – data liquidity
Components: Provenance, ACCORD, Secure Transport, 
MAPS (Optionally BIND, Normalisation)

Scenario: Institutions/Participants need to share records 
containing PII data securely between each other. They 
also need to approve each transfer and additionally 
check consent against the situation for moving the data. 
Participants can have different data source formats, but 
still need to be able to communicate and share data. Data 
provenance from the original record through its evolution 
can be necessary to prove the data integrity.

Prerequisites

Use MAPS to join a network:

1. Onboard any participants to MAPS

2. Retrieve participant list from MAPS

The following assumes that there are typed messages 
to pass to the secure transport layer that all hosts 
understand, this is required in the integration code:

 + Record Transfer Request

 + Record Transfer Result

Secure transport will allow routing of serialised byte 
payloads that have an identified type to a host in the 
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MAPS list. It will automatically handle getting responses 
asynchronously and passing a notification to integration 
code that a response is ready (or any errors). Secure 
transport has a downloadable agent to interact with the 
various APIs and establish and fulfil secure communications 
including client and server keys and certificates. 

Participant A

Participant A prepares the record transfer to request a 
record, with a known identifier from Participant B

1. [optionally] resolves the required identifier to a BIND_
ID for a reconciled identifier that Participant B will be 
able to resolve

2. Prepares the request Record Transfer Result payload

3. Identify Participant B from the MAPS list

4. Forward the request through secure transport.

5. Any async response or error will be returned to the 
integration 

6. [optional] if de-normalisation is required, this is 
performed

7. The record is presented

Note that the transmission of messages is abstracted from 
the integration code. Each message is sent over a secure 
TLS connection with both client and server side certificates 
and only to valid MAPS entries. In addition, each payload is 
digitally signed and timestamped against the blockchain 
for data integrity.

// Step 1: Resolve a known identifier to a BIND ID
// Request:  POST /v1/identities/lookup (bind API)
{ 
  “activityTime”: “2020-01-01T00:00:00.000Z”, 
  “xids”: { 
    “hsx.nhs.number”: “12345678” 
  } 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: 1, 
  “data”: { 
    “id”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
    “xids”: { 
      ... 
    } 
  } 
}

// Step 2: Retrieve participant list from MAPS
// Request:  GET /v1/participants/list (Maps API)

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: {
    “participants”:[ 
      { 
        “id”:”db90e815-c674-42a9-999d-17b54336adc5”, 
        “name”:”Participant B”, 
        “organisationType”: “hospital”, 
        “reachable”: true, 
        “hostname”: “hsx.royal.surrey.nhs.uk”, 
        “port”:2020, 
        “certificates”: [ 
          { 
            “name”: “transferCertificates”, 
            “type”: “transfer”, 
            “certificate”: “.....” 
          } 
        ] 
      },
      ... 
    ]
  } 
}

// Step 3: Send the record request message to 
Participant B  
// Request: POST /v1/transport/send (secure transport 
API)
{ 
  “header”: { 
    “version”: 1, 
    “destinationOrganisationId”: “db90e815-c674-42a9-
999d-17b54336adc5”, 
    “messageType”: “com.guardtime.hsx.record_transfer.
request”, 
  }, 
  // payload is encrypted bytes of the serialised 
message (message shown for clarity) 
  “payload”: { 
    “transfer_request”: { 
      “individualId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
      “type”: “com.guardtime.hsx.record_transfer.
medical_summary”, 
      “scope”: “Paediatric Medicine”, 
      “geographicRegion”: “UK”, 
      “consentType”: “research” 
    } 
  } 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: {
    “requestId”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9”
  }
}
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// the secure transport API will notify when a response 
is received

Participant B

1. Receives the request through the secure transport 
layer and passes this to the integration code after 
message validation.

2. This message is de-serialised and processed by the 
integration code, in this case a request for record 
transfer.

3. [optional] BIND is used to reconsile the local identity 
for the record

4. If the record exists, consent is checked for the target 
organisation and given situation.

5. If consent is granted, the record is ready to be returned.

6. [optional] the integration code could seek an approval, 
recorded using provenance entries

7. [optional] the record may require normalisation or 
data processing as formats are incompatible (e.g. 
FHIR 3 and 4).

8. The record is passed into the secure transport layer 
for sending using the MAPS identity of the incoming 
request.

The data which are located in each participant’s datastore, 
can have different formats. So the participant can 
normalise the data to a common format and provide them 
to the requester. Every change to the document can be 
recorded by using provenance back to the original.

// Step 1: Transport layer passes the incoming message 
from Participant A, which is de-serialised and 
processed

// Step 2: optionally resolve the local identifier from 
the BIND_ID 
// Request: GET /v1/identities/VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ= (bind API)

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: 1, 
  “data”: { 
    “id”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
    “xids”: { 
      “hsx.partb.nhsno”: { 
        “tokens”: [ 

          { 
            “startDate”: “2015-03-20T00:00:00.000Z”, 
            “expiryDate”: “0001-01-01T00:00:00.000Z”, 
            “value”: “87654321” 
          } 
        ] 
      } 
    } 
  } 
}

// Step 3: Check consent for the given situation (see 
above example)

// Step 4: Send the record response message back to 
Participant A  
// Request: POST /v1/transport/send (secure transport 
API)
{ 
  “header”: { 
    “version”: 1, 
    “destinationOrganisationId”: “5c9098f4-e25f-4247-
86e9-5f2f9cdd41dd”, 
    “messageType”: “com.guardtime.hsx.record_transfer.
request”, 
    “requestId”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9” 
  }, 
  // payload is encrypted bytes of the serialised 
message (message shown for clarity) 
  “payload”: { 
    “transfer_response”: { 
      “individualId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
      “type”: “com.guardtime.hsx.record_transfer.
medical_summary”, 
      “consentChecked”: “4b50364f-b811-4d30-bf5f-
46d05ea66560”,
 “FhirRecord”:{ 
        ... 
      }  
    } 
  } 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200

// the secure transport API will send the response back 
to Participant A
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Community aggregate counts 
with privacy (Auditable MPC 
Sum)
Components: Provenance, Auditable MPC gateway, Secure 
Transport, MAPS. 

Scenario: A total of count needs to be obtained for a 
region/country and involves many ecosystem participants. 
The count required is sensitive, and each ecosystem 
participant will not share their own entry in a way that 
anyone else, including regulators will see it. Instead, 
the ecosystem participants are included in a round of 
Auditable MPC that results in an aggregate total with each 
individual entry never being revealed to anyone else in the 
system, keeping individual entries private, but contributing 
to the overall answer. 

This is achieved by splitting each ecosystem participant 
count into several pieces and sending them to other 
nodes. If required, in special circumstances, the individual 
can reveal their entry to a regulator on audit which can be 
verified as correct. Provenance is also used to tie back to 
original data where needed

Introduction: To make Auditable MPC techniques work in 
practice, they have to be made specific. The APIs described 
is designed to return to the network, an aggregated sum. A 
co-ordinator node is used to aid performing the computation 
and is available as a cloud service, a coordinator node can 
run several ‘named reports’ that arrive at a community 
total with differing participants. 

Due to the nature of privacy and trust in auditable MPC, a 
gateway component is download and located on each node 
and has a local API in order to perform simple integration 
against the relevant local data sources. This gateway deals 
with the Auditable MPC algorithm in terms of the multiple 
requests, proof anchoring and secure transport.

Coordinator node

1. Set up the co-ordinator node instance with MAPS

2. Retrieve participant list from MAPS 

3. Set up a named report on the co-ordinator node 
to capture the total and required participants for a 
particular sum.

4. Add participant MAPS ids (including new nodes) to 
include in the named report. This generates a joining 

request to the participant.

then

5. Start a round which performs the auditable MPC 
algorithm to compute the network result. (parameters 
can be used to address time periods, such as a month, 
where needed).

6. Return the aggregated result through API calls where 
appropriate.

// Step 1: Set the data agreement
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/ (coordinator API)
{ 
  “name”: “Aggregate count with privacy”, 
  “description”: “Capture the total count of all 
patients exhibiting X”, 
  “type”: “aggregate_sum”,
  “parameters”: { 
      “startDate”: “date”, 
      “endDate”: “date” 
  },
  “expectedRows”: 1,
  “resultColumns”: [ 
    { 
      “name”: “aggregate_sum_result”,
      “position”: 0, 
      “dataType”: “integer” 
    } 
  ] 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: {
    “dataAgreementId”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”
  }
}

// Step 2: add the participants to the report, these 
will be onboarded (not shown and potentially manually)
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-
4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9/participants 
{
  “participants”: [ 
    “db90e815-c674-42a9-999d-17b54336adc5”, 
    “2c1b67e9-99c5-4f89-9893-8cd6d1d20820”, 
    “e6949dfe-0548-44ad-bde1-6460a8145191”, 
    “47c42751-c35a-4021-a798-0ff5728fe81a” 
  ], 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200

// Step 3: Add a new round definition
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-
4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9/rounds (coordinator API)
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{
  “parameters”: { 
    “start_date”: “2019-12-01”, 
    “end_date”: “2019-12-31”
  }
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 201
{
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: {
    “dataAgreementId”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”,
    “roundId”: “7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-2e2a252d2ebb”,
    “sequence”: 3,
    “status”: “awaiting_data”,
  }
}

// Step 4: Get aggregated result
// Request: GET /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-
4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9/rounds/7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-
2e2a252d2ebb

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “roundResult”: { 
      “dataAgreementId”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”, 
      “roundId”: “7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-
2e2a252d2ebb”, 
      “sequence”: 3, 
      “aggregatedResult”: 150,
      “parameters”: { 
        “start_date”: “2019-12-01”, 
        “end_date”: “2019-12-31” 
      },
      “ksiProofs”: [ 
        ... 
      ] 
    } 
  } 
}

Participant node
After acknowledging the co-ordinator request to join 
a named report, the coordinator node starts new 
computation rounds. If behind a firewall, the participant 
node must poll regularly to receive the new round 
indications. The Auditable MPC algorithm is automated 
within the MPC gateway, which deals with many requests 
and proof anchoring. It provides a local API to obtain round 
information and submit counts for a round, in order to 
make it easy to integrate with backend systems.

1. Ensure the node is onboarded within MAPS

2. Retrieve participant list from MAPS

3. Carry out any local API integration work to establish 
each rounds count data.

4. Acknowledge the co-ordinator request to participate 
in a named report.

then

5. Check and respond to the local API when a new round 
is initialised by sending the appropriate count data.

The coordinator node can keep track of each round and 
the results as well as individual proofs from the participant 
nodes in case of later audit. An API allows permissioned 
access to the results only for each round (the underlying 
participants can be controlled with permissions). 

Counts can represent many questions with detailed 
constraints where the final count is all that needs 
forwarding (with provenance back to the original data). 
Where counts cannot be obtained from one node due to 
double counting occurrences likely on other nodes, the 
alternative auditable MPC algorithm described should be 
used.

// Step 1: Get the rounds list and see if there are any 
to post results for
// Request: GET /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-4217-
8683-c4e6f9fd8db9/rounds/

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “rounds”: [ 
      { 
        “data_agreement_id”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”,
        “roundId”: “7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-
2e2a252d2ebb”, 
        “expected_by”: “2020-01-15”, 
        “summary”: “2019 12 Billing Round”, 
        “status”: “awaiting_data”, 
        “submitted”: false, 
        “parameters”: { 
          “start_date”: “2019-12-01”, 
          “end_date”: “2019-12-31” 
        } 
      }
      ... 
    ] 
  } 
}

// Step 2: Post the results to a round for MPC 
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-
4217-8683-c4e6f9fd8db9/rounds/7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-
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2e2a252d2ebb/
{ 
  “data_agreement_id”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”, 
  “roundId”: “7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-2e2a252d2ebb”, 
  “results”: [ 
    { 
      “aggregate_sum_result”: 50 
    } 
  ],
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “data_agreement_id”: “6d259e74-b984-4217-8683-
c4e6f9fd8db9”, 
    “roundId”: “7d040d4b-996f-4ee9-94fc-2e2a252d2ebb”,
    “ksiProof”: “0xabc7…”
  }
}

// Step 3: submit the round
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/6d259e74-b984-…/
rounds/7d040d4b-996f-…/submit

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200

Provenance - Workflow track 
and trace
Components: Provenance

Scenario: To trust data sharing and changes throughout 
a workflow in a connected ecosystem, each step of a 
workflow needs to be tracked in order to confirm that a 
step has been carried out by the expected participant, and 
later to provide auditability of the sequence of changes as 
the data has evolved.

This assumes that a suitable workflow with typed steps is 
defined among participants. 

1. Hash the event or first data point

2. Initialise a new provenance chain by creating the first 
step using the Provenance API

3. Create new step per workflow action by hashing the 
event and associated data, linking previous steps by 
the ids returned from the previous step

4. As data travels between ecosystem participants (using 
secure transport), the provenance chain remains 
available from the Provenance API and all hosts can 
add and read from it (it is optionally exportable to 

other API instances where required.

5. The provenance chain, or parts of it, can be verified at 
any time.

Note that no data is used by the provenance API, only 
relevant hashes and small amounts of meta data are 
required to type workflow steps and describe any attached 
information. If files and records are referenced, they 
are transported separately and associated back to the 
underlying data for verification.

// Step 1: Hash value of an record event and start a 
new provenance chain
// Request POST /v1/provenance/step (Provenance API)
{ 
  “name”: “Records Requested”, 
  “dataHash”: { 
    “algorithm”: “SHA-256”, 
    “value”: “129b8e7e000d4c53c13926c2e3bd882ac4ac 
3bad8c09dec1870f1b21a86d7aa2”, 
}, 
  “metadata”: { 
    “patientId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
    “requestedBy”: “5c9098f4-e25f-4247-86e9-
5f2f9cdd41dd” 
  }, 
  “predecessors”: [] 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 201
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “stepId”: “d49496df-4a3b-447b-bc13-15e59c18e33b” 
  } 
}

// Step 3 : Generate a new step for each event
// Request: POST /v1/provenance/step (Provenance API)
{ 
  “name”: “Health Records Sent”, 
  “dataHash”: { 
    “algorithm”: “SHA-256”, 
    “value”: “053f53605153a321ac8622 
058d8fee3f8a3bb53c9e0e6c4369fb79b24a2fe035”,  
}, 
  “metadata”: { 
    “patientId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
    “requestedBy”: “5c9098f4-e25f-4247-86e9-
5f2f9cdd41dd”,    
    “processedByID”: “30243124-cbe7-447b-82f7-
945873a79512”, 
    “sentTo”: “doctor@royalsurrey.nhs.uk” 
  }, 
  “predecessors”: [
    “d49496df-4a3b-447b-bc13-15e59c18e33b”
  ] 
}
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// Response: HTTP/1.1 201
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “stepId”: “078df973-d2c8-470f-8832-9b21d6c157a0” 
  } 
}

// Step 4: Retrieve provenance chain and verify all or 
part of it
// Request: GET /v1/provenance/step/078df973-d2c8-470f-
8832-9b21d6c157a0/chain?
//    predecessor_distance=10&successor_
distance=10&include_signature=false

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”:”1”, 
  “data”:{ 
    “chain”:[ 
      { 
        “id”:”d49496df-4a3b-447b-bc13-15e59c18e33b”, 
        “name”:”Health Records Requested”, 
        “dataHash”:{ 
          “algorithm”:”SHA-256”, 
          “value”:”129b8e7e000d4c53c13926c2e 
3bd882ac4ac3bad8c09dec1870f1b21a86d7aa2”,
}, 
        “metadata”:{ 
          “patientId”:”VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
          “requestedBy”:”5c9098f4-e25f-4247-86e9-
5f2f9cdd41dd” 
        },
“successors”:[ 
          “078df973-d2c8-470f-8832-9b21d6c157a0” 
        ], 
        “createdAt”:”2019-01-01T00:00:00.000Z”, 
        “createdBy”:”User”, 
        “signature”: { 
          “status”: 1, 
          “details”: { 
            “aggregationTime”: 
“2020-03-29T14:15:05.000Z”, 
            “identity”: [ 
              { 
                “clientId”: “GT”,
“machineId”: “ANe2:0”, 
                “sequenceNumber”: 19, 
                “requestTime”: 
“2020-03-29T14:15:05.574Z” 
              }, 
              { 
                “clientId”: “GT”, 
                “machineId”: “ASe2-0:1”, 
                “sequenceNumber”: 7, 
                “requestTime”: 
“2020-03-29T14:15:05.539Z” 
              }, 
              { 
                “clientId”: “GT”, 
                “machineId”: “ALe2-1-2:8”, 
                “sequenceNumber”: 11, 

                “requestTime”: 
“2020-03-29T14:15:05.147Z” 
              }, 
              { 
                “clientId”: “katja”, 
                “machineId”: “try-catena:1”, 
                “requestTime”: 
“2020-03-29T14:15:04.873Z” 
              }, 
              { 
                “clientId”: “ot.wfylaz” 
              } 
            ], 
            “publicationRecord”: { 
              “dataHash”: {} 
            }, 
            “signature”: “0xiAAHqogBAFICB...” 
          }        
        }, 
        “verificationReport”:{ 
          “ok”:true, 
          “signatureVerificationResult”:{ 
            “policyResults”:[ 
              { 
                “policy”:”FULL”, 
                “policyResultCode”:1 
              } 
            ], 
            “status”:1 
          } 
        } 
      }, 
      {
       “id”:”078df973-d2c8-470f-8832-9b21d6c157a0”, 
        “name”:”Health Records Sent”, 
        “dataHash”:{ 
          “algorithm”:”SHA-256”,
     “value”:”053f53605153a321ac862 
2058d8fee3f8a3bb53c9e0e 6c4369fb79b24a2fe035”,
}, 
        “metadata”:{ 
          “patientId”: “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-
44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”, 
          “requestedBy”: “5c9098f4-e25f-4247-86e9-
5f2f9cdd41dd”, 
          “processedByID”: “30243124-cbe7-447b-82f7-
945873a79512”, 
          “sentTo”: “doctor@royalsurrey.nhs.uk” 
        }, 
        “predecessors”:[ 
          “d49496df-4a3b-447b-bc13-15e59c18e33b” 
        ], 
        “createdAt”:”2019-01-01T00:00:00.000Z”, 
        “createdBy”:”User”, 
        “signature”: { 
          ... 
        }, 
        “verificationReport”:{ 
          “ok”:true, 
          “signatureVerificationResult”:{ 
            “policyResults”:[ 
              { 
                “policy”:”FULL “, 
                “policyResultCode”:1 
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              } 
            ], 
            “status”:1 
          } 
        } 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
} 

Community list counts with 
privacy (Auditable MPC lists)
Components: Provenance, Auditable MPC gateway, Secure 
Transport, MAPS (Optionally BIND and ACCORD) 

Scenario: A count of common objects/identifiers that 
satisfy a given question or constraint is required from 
ecosystem participants, however, objects/identifiers may 
exist for more than one participant. The participants 
are not willing to divulge their individual entries to any 
other node as they are sensitive and private. Instead, 
the ecosystem participants are included in a round of 
Auditable MPC that results in an aggregate total with each 
individual entry never being revealed to anyone else in the 
system, keeping individual entries private, but contributing 
to the overall answer. 

Introduction: The MPC gateway achieves this through 
multiple rounds of commutative encryption starting with 
encrypting the plain text object/identifier and then all 
remaining participants of the round adding a layer of 
encryption. It ensures no objects/identifiers can be read 
by anyone else, as the keys are kept private, but allows 
matching identifiers that are in common between them 
without being able to read the plain text. If required, in 
special circumstances, the individual can reveal their 
entry to a regulator on audit which can be verified against 
the commitments taken and registered into the blockchain 
at round computation time.

To make Auditable MPC techniques work in practice, they 
have to be made specific. The APIs described are designed 
to return to the network, as a sum of commonly found 
objects/identifiers (without any double counting). A co-
ordinator node is used to aid performing the computation 
and is available as a cloud service, a coordinator node can 
run several ‘named reports’ that arrive at a community 
total with differing participants. 

Due to the nature of privacy and trust in auditable MPC, 
a gateway component is located on each node and has 
a local API in order to perform integration. This node 

deals with the Auditable MPC algorithm in terms of the 
encryption, multiple requests, proof anchoring and secure 
transport.

Coordinator node

1. Set up the co-ordinator node instance with MAPS

2. Retrieve participant list from MAPS

3. Set up a named report on the co-ordinator node 
to capture the total and required participants for a 
particular sum.

4. Add participant nodes ids (including new nodes) to 
include in the named report. This generates a joining 
request to the participant.

then

5. Start a round which performs the auditable MPC 
algorithm to compute the network result. (parameters 
can be used to address time periods, such as a month, 
where needed).

6. Return the aggregated result through API calls where 
appropriate.

// Step 1: Set the data agreement
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/ (coordinator API)
{ 
  “name”: “Aggregate count of objects/identifiers with 
privacy”, 
  “description”: “Capture the list of patients 
exhibiting X, matching Y”, 
  “type”: “list_union_then_intersection”,
  “parameters”: { 
      “startDate”: “date”, 
      “endDate”: “date” 
  },
  “resultColumns”: [ 
    { 
      “name”: “identifier”,
      “position”: 0, 
      “dataType”: “string”, 
      “minLength”: 44, 
      “maxLength”: 44, 
      “pattern”: “[A-Za-z0-9+\-=] 
    } 
  ] 
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: {
    “dataAgreementId”: “e9c8a2fb-d0af-4620-9f5c-
5a92676e334c”
  }
}
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// Step 4: Get aggregated result
// Request: GET /v1/data_agreements/e9c8a2fb-d0af-
4620-9f5c-5a92676e334c/rounds/aa72c5e2-9a25-4521-820a-
c94a37e3bc9e

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “roundResult”: { 
      “dataAgreementId”: “e9c8a2fb-d0af-4620-9f5c-
5a92676e334c”, 
      “roundId”: “aa72c5e2-9a25-4521-820a-
c94a37e3bc9e”, 
      “sequence”: 3, 
      “aggregatedResult”: 225,
      “parameters”: { 
        “start_date”: “2019-12-01”, 
        “end_date”: “2019-12-31” 
      },
      “ksiProofs”: [ 
        ... 
      ] 
    } 
  } 
}

Participant node

After acknowledging the co-ordinator request, the 
coordinator node starts new computation rounds. If behind 
a firewall, the participant node must poll regularly to receive 
the new round indications. The Auditable MPC algorithm 
is automated within the MPC gateway, which deals with 
many requests and proof anchoring. It provides a local API 
to obtain round information and submit counts for a round, 
in order to make it easy to integrate with backend systems.

1. Ensure the node is onboarded within MAPS

2. Retrieve participant list from MAPS

3. Carry out any local API integration work to establish 
each rounds count.

4. Acknowledge the co-ordinator request to participate 
in a named report.

then

5. Check and respond to the local API when a new round 
is initialised by sending the appropriate list to encrypt.

The coordinator node can keep track of each round and 
the results as well as individual proofs from the participant 
nodes in case of later audit. An API allows permissioned 
access to the results only for each round (the underlying 
participants can be controlled with permissions). 

// Step 2: Post the results to a round for MPC 
// Request: POST /v1/data_agreements/e9c8a2fb-d0af-
4620-9f5c-5a92676e334c/rounds/aa72c5e2-9a25-4521-820a-
c94a37e3bc9e
{ 
  “data_agreement_id”: “e9c8a2fb-d0af-4620-9f5c-
5a92676e334c”, 
  “roundId”: “aa72c5e2-9a25-4521-820a-c94a37e3bc9e”, 
  “results”: [ 
    “VieRPc1S9FjkKRwSo-44v7aXKZXxkdVDzzWUU589WTQ=”,
    ... 
  ],
}

// Response: HTTP/1.1 200
{ 
  “apiVersion”: “1”, 
  “data”: { 
    “data_agreement_id”: “ e9c8a2fb-d0af-4620-9f5c-
5a92676e334c “, 
    “roundId”: “ aa72c5e2-9a25-4521-820a-c94a37e3bc9e”,
    “ksiProof”: “0xabc7…”
  }
}


